
Conservation Montgomery 

 
February 27, 2014  
 
Re:   Ten Mile Creek Limited Master Plan Amendment 
  
Dear Council President Rice and Members of the County Council:  
  
As an organizational member of the Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition, Conservation Montgomery supports the highest 
level of protection for a stream that regional scientists have called "the jewel in the crown" of Montgomery 
County. We commend you for bringing science to the decision making process during joint committee work 
sessions and for the courage to restrict impervious levels in the sub watersheds of Ten Mile Creek.  
  
However, neither the scientific nor engineering communities can be certain the impervious caps recommended are 
adequate because no long-term studies exist and the engineering practices to be employed are too new. Impact on 
the main stem of the creek cannot be predicted as storm water damage is long-term and cumulative. While we 
appreciate your difficult compromise and hard work, Conservation Montgomery remains firm in our belief that any 
action other than full protection of Ten Mile Creek will result in the eventual degradation of the 'jewel' we are all 
seeking to protect.    
 
We hope that you have recognized that strict mitigation criteria is just as important as limits on pavement.  More 
than anything, Ten Mile Creek needs the widest possible  forested buffers, supplemental 
reforestation, preservation of  recharge areas (seeps, springs, ephemeral streams), and strict monitoring of 
sediment and erosion control measures employed at the limits of disturbance during the construction process. 
 These are essential components to include in the plans before your final vote on this important issue.  
  
Please don't be tempted to view the 6-15-15% impervious cap recommendation as a number which can 
go higher.  It is a compromise.  If anything, it's too high and certainly does not guarantee the most pristine of 
County streams will escape the degradation visited on all others for the sake of unwise land use decisions.  
  
The long-term health of county residents is tied to this decision, for they have been vocal in support of protection 
for our 'last, best stream.'  So much is riding on your decision:  the health Little Seneca Reservoir as an emergency 
drinking water supply, the sole source aquifer so many citizens up county depend upon and the environmental 
future of the last undeveloped part of Montgomery County.  We have emphasized before but it bears repeating 
that this is a legacy decision of far greater importance than we can possibly imagine.      
  
 Sincerely, 
 
  
Caren Madsen   
Chair, Conservation Montgomery Board of Directors  
 
cc:   CM Board  
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